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Meeting Minutes 
 
 
Attending: 
 
UIC: Ahlam Al-Kodmany, Mary Berta (Alternate), Michael Moss,  
UIS: Laura Alexander (ex-officio), Teresa Szabo 
UIUC: Elyne Cole (ex-officio), Melissa Madsen, Todd Spinner 
UA: Marilyn Marshal (ex-officio), Maureen Parks (ex-officio), Katie Ross (ex-officio), Kathy  
 Johnson (staff), Brenda Ankenbrand (staff) 
 
Not in attendance:  Kingsley Allan (UIUC), Robert Crouch (UIC ex-officio), Maureen Hoover (UIS), 
Marelet Kirda (UIC), Gregory Mayes (UIS) 
 
Guests:  President Robert A. Easter, Michael Devocelle (Special Assistant to the President)  
               Colleen Piersen (UIC APAC Treasurer) 
 

I. Call to Order at 1:10 pm by Chair Szabo.  She asked for a motion to approve the agenda.  Madsen 
moved to approve it; Moss seconded the motion, and it was approved. 

 
II. Approval of Minutes of February 10, 2014, Meeting:  Szabo asked that Moss resend the UIC 

Collaborate Group’s mission statement to the group.  Madsen moved that the minutes be 
approved; Spinner seconded the motion; and they were approved. 

 
III. Campus Reports 

 
a) CAP (UIUC) –Madsen reported that a new provost communication was released covering an 

academic policy about non-tenured faculty and a second provost communication is in 
development.  A specialized faculty group turned in union cards to the state.  There are strong 
positions on both sides of faculty unionization.  There is a proposal for a small medical school to 
build on engineering strengths, partnering with Carle. They believe it will be helpful in faculty 
recruitment.   
 
Madsen spoke at the public comments section of the March Board of Trustees meeting about the 
concerns regarding the conversion of Academic Professional (AP) positions to Civil Service (CS) 
positions. They asked for a copy of her remarks for Trustee Montgomery.  The 2013 audit report 
showed that 90% of those audited are improperly classified according to SUCSS.  SUCSS has 
proposed an onerous supplemental audit on top of the 2015 audit.  The audit report is online; 
however, SUCSS has redacted names and departments, making it difficult for CAP to review it. 
 
Marshall asked if the converted positions are listed separately in the BOT minutes.  Parks said that 
when a position shows up in the audit, it doesn’t necessarily mean it will be converted, and SUCSS 
did not demand immediate conversion.  Parks said that a position does not convert until it becomes 
vacant – when someone leaves a position or retires, that position will be reviewed to determine 
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whether or not it should be CS or AP. Cole said the audit directed them to look at positions and 
then determine if they need to be converted.   Madsen said CAP has formed a committee to review 
and react to the report.  The Faculty Senate supports CAP’s position. 

 
b) APAC (UIC) –Moss started by saying that APAC would like to talk with President Easter about audits 

at UIC.  He then reported that their newsletter is going well; it has a separate section on retirement 
updates.  He reported that UIC had done a supplemental retirement plan study.  It was extremely 
productive and they were able to share their concerns with the provost:  1) who should qualify for a 
supplemental benefit and 2) if a supplemental plan should be offered at all.  They believe that in 
the interests of all, it should be implemented for both Tier 1 and Tier 2 employees. 

 
c) APAC (UIS) –Szabo reported on their elections.  She will continue to serve as APAC Chair for the 

next year.  Maureen Hoover was elected Vice Chair and John Snyder will be the Treasurer.  They will 
serve as the UPPAC reps.  For the first time, meetings were scheduled with state legislators after 
the May BOT meeting and the members reported those meetings went well and that it will become 
an annual event.  Two legislators from the Champaign-Urbana area were supportive of the 
University of Illinois and its concerns with procurement and the state appropriation.  UIS is in the 
final design phase of a new student union building, which was approved by the BOT. The Student 
Union is expected to open in October 2016, with groundbreaking in Spring 2015. The provost and 
the undergraduate associate chancellor have started an initiative for academic success. Known as 
the Center for Academic Success, it is a one-stop shop for students to receive academic support, 
with a goal to impact success and retention. 

 
IV. SUCSS Audit Activity:  Elyne Cole stated that the UIUC report was conducted in June 2013 and 

received at the end of May 2014.  Out of the 320 positions audited, 289 were determined to be 
performing duties that are covered under various CS classifications.  Personal on-site interviews 
were conducted for 50 positions, but the others were done using paper audits, a process not 
equivalent to in-person audits, per Elyne.  Various findings from the audits include: 

a. If a CS title matches an AP position, there is no need to check against the standard AP titles.   
b. With the new expanded CS titles, changes in testing, the rule of 3, etc., CS classifications 

can meet virtually all workforce needs.   
c. The university failed to use the existing CS classifications, the expanded classifications, or 

the new classifications (though they did not exist at the time some jobs were created).  
d. The university should review all position descriptions to determine if there is a CS 

classification that fits a job description.   
Cole said HR directors try to look holistically at the person in the position and in the department, 
their judgment, decision-making and budget authority, and not to limit the review just to duties 
and responsibilities.  The group discussed that the University does not have the staff resources to 
match the 1,000 CS classifications multiplied by 2,800 APs hired (280,000 reviews), particularly 
because SUCCS adds titles constantly. The 1998 SUCSS Document gives standard titles and 
instructions on how to use titles for exempt positions and it does not mandate that the University 
must check every title.  SUCSS has now created a new manual that has removed our ability to use 
the exemption authority given in the 1998 manual and it obligates the HR directors to prove that 
the University is not in violation.  When you add all this together, we are in perpetual audit mode. 
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SUCSS Executive Director Tom Morelock confirmed that once a position is determined to be 
exempt, it remains so until the Merit Board takes it away or the position is terminated. 

 
Szabo requested information on the status of legal inquiries.  Trustee Montgomery requested 
University Counsel’s opinion on five questions that he would then share with the other trustees 
who are members of the Merit Board.  Parks reported that the trustees are open to talking with HR 
representatives, and they take advice on action items.  Trustee Montgomery is willing to set 
expectations for the SUCSS Executive Director and his staff. 
 
Al-Kodmany reported that UIC is looking at a 50% conversion rate of AP to CS positions.  APAC 
believes inconsistent methodology has been utilized – they started with on-site interviews and now 
using groups interviews and electronic surveys.  Even some faculty positions with an AP title (i.e., 
director or associate dean) are being converted to CS.  Individuals with appointments that are 100% 
faculty and 0% AP are under scrutiny while those at 80% faculty and 20% AP distribution are 
exempt.  Further, the duties in the proposed CS titles do not match the current assignments of 
these individuals.  Colleen Piersen (APAC guest) added that they are also reviewing organization 
charts to pull out supervisors, deans, and faculty who are administrators. 
 
Al-Kodmany feels there is a serious lack of understanding of the situation at UIC.  Some AP positions 
are set to be converted but the date is unspecified.  UIC can no longer add “senior” to the title of 
research scientist.  There are people with PhDs who are working at a high level, but the CS 
classifications do not reflect that level of their responsibility.  Decisions are being made that do not 
make sense for an academic setting, and employee morale is low at UIC.   
 
Parks stated that President Easter is concerned about how we create an environment where all 
three campuses are able to have the flexibility they need.  Marshall asked if the UPPAC group 
would help document the problems by gathering personal stories of AP employees who are 
affected.  Maureen said that UIC and UIS have the same appointment structure, which is different 
from that at UIUC.  She plans to meet with the UIC HR staff to follow up on the AP job analysis.   
 
Chair Teresa Szabo commented that it is important to have UIC HR represented at UPPAC meetings, 
but unfortunately no representative attended this meeting. 

 
b. UIS audit –Alexander stated that the audit was completed in August 2013 and the final audit 
report was not received until Spring 2014.  Seventy-five positions were reviewed, including those at 
the director level (e.g. CFO, Alexander’s position, Athletic Director).  The Chancellor conveyed her 
concern about it to SUCSS and Morelock sent a curt email in response.  Out of seventy-five 
positions, fifteen were determined to be improperly classified, including some from the 2011 audit 
that were allowed to remain APs.  UIS is concerned with the tactics and the methodology used in 
conducting the audit.  UIS HR staff works very closely with departments to make certain the job 
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description language is enhanced to provide adequate information to support the AP position.  
Parks said the back and forth work with the departments and HR requires more time than some 
would prefer.     
 
c. HR updates – Parks reported that they are working with other university HR directors on some of 
the issues they have with SUCSS and they are working with the Board members.  The SUCSS system 
now allows use of a resume as a testing tool.  With this pilot program, instead of the scoring ranges 
being 100-98, etc. they are expanded to 100, 90, 80.  Further, units will receive a list of the 
employees with the top three scores – not just three people, and the Illinois residency requirement 
has been eliminated.  The expectation is that these changes will give the units more candidates and 
is almost an equivalent of the search process.  Morelock claims that universities can meet almost all 
of their workforce needs through civil service. 
 

V. Update on Legislation –  
 
Pensions - Ross said that the courts recently took the broadest approach in ruling that health 
insurance is part of the earned benefit.  The case will now go back to the lower court.  While this is 
favorable in terms of pension benefits, opponents will argue that the state has sovereign power 
and can violate its own laws under a state of fiscal emergency.  The future impact of this decision is 
unknown.  The questions are:  Will the retirees who have paid the higher insurance fees since the 
law took effect be compensated?  Chris Mooney from IGPA and Jeff Brown, a University of Illinois 
faculty member, have stated the decision could be extremely good for retirees, but very bad for 
Illinois taxpayers.  Litigation on the pension act is moving slowly; however, the court decision on 
the healthcare issue could speed things up with a late summer/fall timeframe for a lower court 
hearing. 
 
SURS received the full state appropriation this year, which will help to keep it solvent for another 
year.  Changes have been made to the SURS member online statement, which is now updated 
nightly.   
 
Supplemental Retirement and Investments - Fall seminars for the 403b and 457 retirement plans 
are being scheduled as well as opportunities for one-on-one counseling.  An email was sent out in 
April about deferring sick leave and vacation payouts into a retirement plan.  Work on 
supplemental retirement plans is on hold until the court decision. 
 
 
CMS -- It is anticipated that there will continue to be delays with CMS processing dental and Quality 
Care health claims.  The IRS gave two options for the flexible spending accounts:  1) continue the 
grace period or 2) to allow a $500 rollover.  The state chose the $500 rollover, which is the most 
generous option, but it does not apply to dependent care.  It will be effective July 1, 2014, with 
Connect Your Care the new vendor.  CMS is still working on specific time frames and is making 
revisions to the booklet.  Szabo inquired if there had been any discussion about increasing the limit 
and Ross replied there has been no discussion at the federal level to raise it.   
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VI. Report from Yfantis on Presidential Search (AP representative on Search Committee):  In Yfantis’ 
absence, Szabo reported that the first meeting of the search committee was May 19 and the next 
meeting will be held on the UIUC campus on July 11.  A town hall meeting was held at UIUC on June 
25.  The committee developed a white paper that gives a comprehensive description of each 
campus and the responsibilities of the president.  Information about the search is available on the 
website:  http://www.bot.uillinois.edu/presidentialsearch.  The application deadline is September 8, 
2014, and anyone can nominate candidates. 
 
There was a short break at 3:00 with the meeting resuming at 3:15pm. 
 
 
Meeting with President Easter:  Szabo introduced President Easter, followed by the attendees 
introducing themselves and giving their university affiliation.  Michael Devocelle, Special Assistant 
to the President, was also introduced and participated in this portion of the meeting. 
 
Dr. Easter said it takes many people to make the university work – faculty as well as professional, 
academic and nonacademic staff.  One commonality across these groups is the state’s predicament 
with the pension systems; he is anxious about where the pension legal challenges are going. He 
thinks we might have gained some insight when the Illinois Supreme Court voted to deny the 
constitutionality of a withdrawal of health insurance benefits.  The courts viewed that action as not 
upholding the contract an employee has with the state and this might be the same logic that will be 
applied to changing pension benefits.  He met with gubernatorial candidate Bruce Rauner and with 
Governor Quinn to talk about the three Ps—Pension, Procurement, and Personnel, including 
reclassification of AP positions.  Governor Quinn thought it could be up to two years before a final 
pension decision is made in the courts.  Dr. Easter continued saying there had been some pushback 
regarding the creation of supplemental pension programs and whether the university has legal 
authority to establish a supplemental plan.  The legislation in the 1980’s authorizing 403b plans 
didn’t specifically designate that a university can contribute so it’s unclear whether a university may 
do so.  This uncertainty makes it difficult for the University to move forward.   
 
The University has been challenged to offer evidence that it is losing staff and is having difficulty 
recruiting because of the pension issues.  He asked UPPAC to provide such evidence if available, 
such as letters or some other documentation, where people have indicated they do not want to 
work for the University because of the pension problems.  BOT Chairman Kennedy called a special 
meeting at which six individuals told their stories about how the first interpretation of the money 
purchase would impact them. 
 
The FY2015 state budget was passed in May with the University receiving a 0.2% decrease, -$2.8M.  
However, if the state does not extend the income tax, the university could face an $89 million 
rescission; $40 million in FY15 because it would be for half of the year.  The university has resources 
to deal with a budget cut in the short term – money that has been set aside --but if the decrease 
persists into the future, layoffs are possible.  An immediate challenge is with the UIC hospital, which 
is 20% of the University’s budget.  How do we deal with changing reimbursement bases and 
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decreased revenues?  The University requested from the legislature a $25 million supplemental 
appropriation for Medicaid funding for the hospital, but at the last minute it was pulled from the 
budget.  The University plans to request it again in the veto session.   
 
Al-Kodmany asked Dr. Easter if the APs would be the most vulnerable employee group in this 
situation of a rescission.  He responded that the deans, directors, and department heads will have 
to decide how their units will deal with a reduction.  State resources constitute only 15% of the 
University’s $5.6 billion total budget, but if benefits are included the state is paying well over 30% 
of the University’s costs.  We are the only Big 10 University for which the state pays pension 
liabilities.  Under the pension overhaul legislation we had an agreement that the liability would 
transfer to us over about 10 years.  It would be great if at the same time tax revenues would also 
grow ….that would help.    
 
Al-Kodmany expressed concern about individuals whose AP positions have been converted to civil 
service if should there be layoffs, which would then result in a bumping situation.  These employees 
would be vulnerable, having the least seniority in the civil service classification.  Cole and Parks 
gave examples of how UIUC had dealt with civil service layoffs to avoid bumping in the past:  the 
campus held a job fair and it enacted voluntary separation agreements. 
 
Dr. Easter is frustrated with SUCSS and has spoken to the Director.  Three of the University’s 
trustees and the University Counsel are working to gain a better understanding of the situation.  
University legal counsel has provided clarity about the statutory authority of the Director for the 
Merit Board members.  The SUCSS Board has a retreat in August where their rules will be reviewed.  
Trustee Montgomery sent a letter to Morelock with some ideas for the retreat, but Morelock has 
not responded.  One of his suggestions is to invite the HR directors to attend the retreat.  All the 
public universities are involved and the President of EIU is taking the lead. 
 
Presidential Search:  Dr. Easter does not plan to continue as president past June 2015.  He is ready 
to stand down as soon as the new president can assume the responsibility, which could be as early 
as mid-semester.  The terms of three of the trustees will be ending at the beginning of the new 
calendar year, and the goal is to select a president with the current board.  The search is underway 
and it is hoped that a resolution will be passed at the November BOT meeting.  It would be good if 
the new president could interview final candidates for the UIC chancellor position.  Dr. Easter will 
be meeting with the search committee on July 11 to give them his perspective on the job.  In 
thinking about that meeting he reflects that the University has 23,000 employees, 78,000 students, 
hundreds of millions of research dollars, and a presence in every county of the state.  He feels an 
ideal president is an individual who listens and is willing to take an interest and spend time on each 
campus, and to take time to understand and appreciate the complexity of the University enterprise. 
However, the job also requires a lot of time away from the campuses.  He spoke about his past 
three weeks when he was traveling on University business in Southeast Asia.   Asked about what 
the president should do on his first day, he said the person should meet with the governor and the 
Speaker of the House.   
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Szabo thanked Dr. Easter for all his effort on behalf of UPPAC, for keeping the University employees 
informed about the pension issues, and for the FY2015 salary increase. 
 
Adjournment:  Szabo asked for a motion to adjourn.  Berta moved for adjournment; Madsen 
seconded.  The motion passed and the meeting adjourned at 4:17 pm. 
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